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BIO-CERAMIC & COATING

1. Drug-eluting implants for osteomyelitis
   C Soundrapandian, S Datta and B Sa

2. Improved sliding wear-resistance of alumina with sub-micron grain size: A comparison with coarser grained material
   R S Roy, H Guchhait, A Chanda, D Basu and M K Mitra

3. Interconnected hydroxyapatite nanofibers in the biomimetic coating of a bioinert ceramic substrate
   J Chakraborty, M K Sinha and D Basu

4. Sliding wear behavior of submicron-grained alumina in biological environment
   R S Roy, A Mondal, A Chanda, D Basu and M K Mitra

5. Effect of albumin on the growth characteristics of hydroxyapatite coatings on alumina substrates
   J Chakraborty, S Chatterjee, M K Sinha and D Basu

6. Distinct wear characteristics of submicrometer-grained alumina in air and distilled water: A brief analysis on experimental observation
   R S Roy, D Basu, A Chanda and M K Mitra

7. Biomolecular template-induced biomimetic coating of hydroxyapatite on an SS 316 L substrate
   J Chakraborty, M K Sinha and D Basu

8. Evaluation of new porous beta-tri-calcium phosphate ceramic as bone substitute in goat model
   S K Nandi, S K Ghosh, B Kundu, D K De and D Basu
   *Small Ruminant Res, 75*(2-3) 144-153 (2008)
9. Hard glass-ceramic coating by microwave processing  
   S Das, A K Mukhopadhyay, S Datta, G C Das and D Basu  

**CLAY & TRADITIONAL CERAMIC**

10. Effect of addition of pond ash and fly ash on properties of ash-clay burnt bricks  
    R Sarkar, N Singh and S K Das  

11. Titania doped triaxial porcelain: Enhancement of strength by controlled heat treatment  
    S Bhattacharyya, S K Das, K Dana and N K Mitra  
    *Bull Mat Sci*, 30(3) 231-234 (2007)

12. Waste silica from aluminium fluoride industries used for ceramic white wares  
    R Sarkar, S Ghosh and S K Das  

13. Polypropylene-clay composite prepared from Indian bentonite  
    M Sarkar, K Dana, S Ghatak and A Banerjee  
    *Bull Mat Sc*, 31(1) 23-28 (2008)

14. Methods of Synthesis of Y3Al5O12 (YAG) — A Review  
    Sunipa Bhattacharyya and Sankar Ghatak  

15. Examination of Industrial Practice of Ceramic Glaze Making with Emphasis on Particle Size Distribution  
    Asha T. Achuthan and K. N. Maiti  

16. Physicochemical Characteristics of Lanthanum Hydroxide in Hydroxyhydrogel and Conventional Gel Form  
    Sunipa Bhattacharyya, Syamal Ghosh and Sankar Ghatak  

**COMPOSITES**

17. A new approach for estimation of Poisson's ratio of porous powder compacts  
    K K Phani and D Sanyal  
18. Estimation of elastic properties of porous ceramic using ultrasonic longitudinal wave velocity only
   K K Phani

19. Estimation of elastic properties of nuclear fuel material using longitudinal ultrasonic velocity - A new approach
   K K Phani, D Sanyal and A K Sengupta

20. Modification of the dynamic damping behaviour of jute/vinylester composites with latex interlayer
   D Ray, N R Bose, A K Mohanty and M Misra
   *Compos Part B-Eng*, **38**(3) 380-385 (2007)

21. Prediction of ultrasonic wave velocities in sintered materials based on the ultrasonic properties of green or partially sintered compacts
   K K Phani

22. A new method for estimation of elastic properties of sintered iron powder compacts from ultrasonic longitudinal velocity
   K K Phani and D Sanyal

23. A novel method of predicting ultrasonic and elastic properties of isotropic ceramic materials after sintering from the properties of partially sintered or green compacts
   K K Phani

24. Correlation between ultrasonic shear wave velocity and Poisson's ratio for isotropic porous materials
   K K Phani
   *J Mat Sc*, **43**(1) 316-323 (2008)

**FUEL CELL & BATTERY**

25. Influence of B site substituents on lanthanum calcium chromite nanocrystalline materials for a solid-oxide fuel cell
   S Ghosh, A Das Sharma, R N Basu and H S Maiti
26. Properties of Ni/YSZ porous cermets prepared by electroless coating technique for SOFC anode application
S K Pratihar, A Das Sharma and H S Maiti

27. Alanine-assisted low-temperature combustion synthesis of nanocrystalline LiMn$_2$O$_4$ for lithium-ion batteries
Raja M W, Mahanty S, Ghosh P, R N Basu and H S Maiti

28. Structure and optical absorption of combustion-synthesized nanocrystalline LiCoO$_2$
P Ghosh, S Mahanty, M W Raja, R N Basu and H S Maiti

29. Diopside-Ca-Tschermak clinopyroxene based glass-ceramics processed via sintering and crystallization of glass powder compacts
A Goel, D U Tulyaganov, S Agathopoulos, M J Ribeiro, R N Basu, and J M F Ferreira

30. Influence of sorption kinetics for zirconia sensitization in solid oxide fuel cell functional anode prepared by electroless technique
J Mukhopadhyay, M Banerjee and R N Basu
*J Power Sources*, **175**(2) 749-759 (2008)

31. Microstructure and property evaluation of barium aluminosilicate glass-ceramic sealant for anode-supported solid oxide fuel cell
S Ghosh, P Kundu, A Das Sharma, R N Basu and H S Maiti

**GLASS SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY**

32. EPR and optical absorption studies of VO$^{2+}$ ions in alkaline earth aluminoborate glasses
B Yasoda, R P S Chakradhar, J L Rao and N O Gopal

33. Optical characterization and ligand-field splitting of Er$^{3+}$(4f(11)) energy levels in a fluoride containing tellurite glass
D K Sardar, D M Dee, K L Nash, R M Yow, J B Gruber and R Debnath
34. Compositional dependence of ultrasonic velocities in glasses
   K Annapurna, A Tarafder and K K Phani

35. On the enhancement of luminescence efficiency of Y₂O₃ : Eu³⁺ red phosphor
    by incorporating (Al³⁺, B³⁺) in the host lattice
   R Debnath, A Nayak and A Ghosh

36. Synthesis, characterization, photoluminescence and EPR investigations of Mn
    doped MgAl₂O₄ phosphors
   V Singh, R P S Chakradhar, J L Rao and D K Kim

37. EPR and optical studies of Mn²⁺ ions in Li₂O-Na₂O-B₂O₃ glasses - An evidence of
    mixed alkali effect
   R P S Chakradhar, B Yasoda, J L Rao and N O Gopal.

38. Absorption and emission spectral analysis of Pr³⁺: tellurite glasses
   K Annapurna, R Chakrabarti, S Buddhudu

39. Elastic properties and spectroscopic studies of fast ion conducting Li₂O-ZnO-B₂O₃
    glass system
   C N Reddy and R P S Chakradhar

40. Blue, green and red upconversions in HO₂O₃-doped fluorophosphate glasses
    B Karmakar and K Annapurna

41. Strong green emission from Er³⁺ in a fluorine containing (Pb, La)-tellurite glass
    without using up-conversion route
   A Nayak, P Kundu and R Debnath

42. Emission analysis of Eu³⁺: CaO-La₂O₃-B₂O₃ glass
    R Chakrabarti, M Das, B Karmakar, K Annapurna and S Buddhudu

43. Luminescence and EPR studies of Mn-activated SrAl₁₂O₁₉ phosphor prepared by
    facile combustion approach
   V Singh, R P S Chakradhar, J L Rao, and Dong-Kuk Kim
   *Physica B*, **403**(1) 120-125 (2008)
44. Elastic properties and structural studies on lead-boro-vanadate glasses
   C N Reddy, V C V Gowda and R P S Chakradhar

45. Characterization, EPR and luminescence studies of ZnAl$_2$O$_4$ : Mn phosphors
   V Singh, R P S Chakradhar, J L Rao and Dong-Kuk Kim

46. EPR study of Fe$^{3+}$- and Ni$^{2+}$-doped macroporous CaSiO$_3$ ceramics
   R P S Chakradhar, B M Nagabhushana, G T Chandrappa, J L Rao, and K P Ramesh
   *Appl Magn Reson*, **33**(1-2) 137-152 (2008)

47. Excitation migration from the host to activator: strong green emission of Er$^{3+}$ in a
   lead lanthanum tellurite glass
   A Ghosh, A Nayak, P Kundu and R Debnath

**NON-OXIDE CERAMIC**

48. Si/SiC ceramics from wood of Indian dicotyledonous mango tree
   D Mallick, O P Chakrabarti, H S Maiti, R Majumdar
   *Ceram Int*, **33**(7) 1217-1222 (2007)

49. Combustion of suspended fine solid fuel in air inside inert porous medium: A heat transfer analysis
   T K Kayal and M Chakravarty

50. Modeling of a conceptual self-sustained liquid fuel vaporization-combustion system with radiative output using inert porous media
   T K Kayal and M Chakravarty

**OPTICAL COMMUNICATION FIBRE**

51. An improved method of controlling rare earth incorporation in optical fiber
   A Dhar, M C Paul, M Pal and S K Bhadra, H S Maiti and R. Sen
52. Study of nonlinear dissipative pulse propagation under the combined effect of two-photon absorption and gain dispersion: A variational approach involving Rayleigh's dissipation function
S Roy and S Bhadra

53. Investigation of the optical gain and noise figure for multi-channel amplification in EDFA under optimized pump condition
M Pal, M C Paul, A Dhar, A Pal, R Sen, K Dasgupta and S K Bhadra

54. Optimisation of melting and casting conditions for Zr-fluoride based glasses
R Sen, R Caspary, and W Kowalsky

**REFRACTORY**

55. Effect of MgO and ZrO$_2$ additions on the properties of magnesite-chrome composite refractory
A Ghosh, M K Haldar and S K Das
*Ceram Int*, **33**(5) 821-825 (2007)

56. Sintered mullite from aluminous ores for refractory applications
H S Tripathi, S K Das, B Mukherjee, and A Ghosh

**SENSOR & ACTUATORS**

57. Low-frequency dispersion in low-temperature fast-fired PZT
A Seal, S Das, R Mazumder and A Sen

58. Dielectric anomaly at T-N in LaMnO$_3$ as a signature of coupling between spin and orbital degrees of freedom
P Mondal, D Bhattacharya, P Choudhury and P Mandal

59. Effect of citrate to nitrate ratio on the decomposition characteristics and phase formation of alumina
S Banerjee and P S Devi
60. Improvement of recovery time of nanostructured tin dioxide-based thick film gas sensors through surface modification
S Chakraborty, I Mandal, I Ray, S Majumdar, A. Sen and H S Maiti

61. Enhanced ionic conductivity in Ce$_{0.8}$Sm$_{0.2}$O$_{1.9}$: Unique effect of calcium co-doping
S Banerjee, P S Devi, D Topwal, S Mandal and K Menon

62. Sinter-active nanocrystalline CeO$_2$ powder prepared by a mixed fuel process: Effect of fuel on particle agglomeration
S Banerjee and P S Devi

63. Ferromagnetism in nanoscale BiFeO$_3$
R Mazumder, P S Devi, D Bhattacharya, P Choudhury and A Sen

64. Nanosized bismuth ferrite powder prepared through sonochemical and microemulsion techniques
N Das, R Majumdar, A Sen and H S Maiti

65. Room temperature synthesis of nanocrystalline SnO through sonochemical route
S Majumdar, S Chakraborty, P S Devi and A Sen

66. Search for new oxide-ion conducting materials in the ceria family of oxides
P S Devi and S Banerjee
Ionics, 14(1) 73-78 (2008)

67. Development of commercial nanoporous trace moisture sensor following sol-gel thin film technique
D Saha, S Das and K Sengupta

68. Detection of biomarker in breath: A step towards noninvasive diabetes monitoring
S Chakraborty, D Banerjee, I Ray and A Sen

69. Tin dioxide nanoparticles: Reverse micellar synthesis and gas sensing properties
J Ahmed, S Vaidya, T Ahmad, P S Devi, D Das and A K Ganguli
70. In vitro characterisation and microstructure of B2O3/P2O5 doped bioactive spodumene glass-ceramics
S Chakraborty, R K Chaturvedi and R Pyare

71. Crystallisation behaviour and in vitro characterisation of TiO2 doped spodumene glass ceramics
S Chakraborty and R Pyare
Adv Appl Ceram, 107(2) 70-75 (2008)

72. Room temperature synthesis of gamma-Fe2O3 by sonochemical route and its response towards butane
I Ray, S Chakraborty, A Chowdhury, S Majumdar, A Prakash, R Pyare and A Sen
Sensor Actuat B-Chem, 130(2) 882-888 (2008)

SOL-GEL

73. Unusual visible absorption in high PbO lead borate glass
S Jana, B Karmakar and P Kundu

74. Effect of Mn doping on the structural, morphological, optical and magnetic properties of indium tin oxide films
K M Reddy, J Hays, S Kundu, LK Dua, PK Biswas, C Wang, V Shutthanandan, MH Engelhard, X Mathew and A Punnoose

75. Study of annealing time on sol-gel indium tin oxide films on glass
A De, P K Biswas and J Manara
Mater Charact, 58(7) 629-636 (2007)

76. Synthesis of Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles with Au/Ag compositional control in SiO2 film matrix
S Pal and G De

77. Nanocrystalline mesoporous palladium activated tin oxide thin films as room-temperature hydrogen gas sensors
G De, R Kohn, G Xomeritakis and C J Brinker

78. Study of photophysical properties of capped US nanocrystals
P S Chowdhury, P Ghosh and A Patra
J Lumin, 124(2) 327-332 (2007)
79. Ligand-dependent particle size control of PbSe quantum dots
In Chan Baek, Sang Il Seok, Nimai Chand Pramanik, Sunirmal Jana, Mi Ae Lim, Boek Yeop Ahn, Chang Jin Lee and Yong Jae Jeong

80. Significant improvement in the pore properties of SBA-15 brought about by carboxylic acids and hydrothermal treatment
M K Naskar and M Eswaramoorthy

**CGCRI NARODA CENTRE**

81. Effects of fly ash addition on thermomechanical properties of earthenware wall tile compositions
A K Chakraborty, K N Maiti and D D Pathak
*Adv Appl Ceram*, **106**(4) 196-201 (2007)

**MISCELLANEOUS**

**(i) ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY**

82. Homogeneity testing of china clay by complexometry and spectrophotometry using statistical technique
S Basak, J K Mondal, S S Mukherjee, S Mondal and D Kundu

**(ii) ELECTRON PROBE MICROSCOPY**

83. Contact instability of elastic bilayers: Miniaturization of instability patterns
R Mukherjee, R Pangule, A Sharma and G Tomar

84. Contact Instability of Thin Elastic Films on Patterned Substrates
R Mukherjee, R Pangule, A Sharma and I Banerjee

85. Meso-patterning of thin polymer films by controlled dewetting: from nano-droplet array to membranes
R. Mukherjee, M. Gonuguntla and A. Sharma

86. Generation of sub-micrometer-scale Patterns by successive Miniaturization Using Hydrogel
A. L. Das, R. Mukherjee, V. Katiyer, M. Kulkarni, A. Ghatak and A. Sharma
87. Self-organized Meso-Patterning of Soft Solids By Controlled Adhesion: Elastic Contact Lithography
   A. Sharma, M. Gonuguntla, R. Mukherjee, S. A. Subramanian and R. C. Pangule

(iii) XRD

88. Study of microstructure in vanadium-palladium alloys by X-ray diffraction technique
   J Ghosh, S K Chattopadhyay, A K Meikap, S K Chatterjee and P Chatterjee
   *Bull Mat Sc*, **30**(5) 447-454 (2007)

(iv) OTHERS

89. Assessment of localized plastic deformation during fatigue in polycrystalline copper by nonlinear ultrasonic
   A Metya, N Parida, D K Bhattacharya, N R Bandyopadhyay and S P Sagar